
Host,Doug Hendricks; PGA Tour Player- V.J.Singh; 
2011 Winning Golf Champion, Geoff Burgess

2012 Winning Golf “Grand Prize” Sponsor
Winning Golf is happy to announce that Cleveland Golf will  

return as the “Grand Prize” sponsor in 2012. In 2011, Cleveland 
Golf provided a spectacular “grand prize”; which included a  

trip to TPC Sawgrass and a round of golf with  
PGA Tour superstar V.J. Singh.  Winning Golf  

will announce this seasons “grand prize” in the  
near future, it promises to create  

a “lifetime memory”!

golfprogramseducate. enrich. empower. 

Grand Prize Sponsor- Cleveland Golf. Thank you.

 

2ND season
            Winning Golf 

GET A “GRIP” 
IN 2012

Here are some important questions pertaining to your “grip”!

1. Are your hands working together as a team?
2. Does my grip pressure promote  

both control and feel?
3. Does my grip allow me to hinge properly?

4. Is my grip tension free?
5. Is my grip in my fingers or my palms?

6. Is my grip to strong or too weak?

Remember, the proper grip will increase your  
distance and help to provide you with a  

consistent ball flight. The GRIP is a  
key fundamental! With a little work,  

everyone can attain the “perfect grip”!

 Doug has a unique ability to  
immediately assess the faults in a golf 
swing and provide easy to understand 

solutions quickly. Doug’s “gift” makes for 
a productive and enriching experience 

whether taught in an individual or group 
setting. I feel confident after  

each session and I have a clear  
vision of what to practice and  

how to improve. 

—Joe DelRossi Winning Golf is proud to announce that Infiniti of Ardmore 
and West Chester will return as a sponsor in 2012. Infiniti will 

sponsor the “Champions Pitch”, a thrilling segment of the 
show which gives the champion each week an opportunity to 
drive home in a new Infiniti.  Host Doug Hendricks is excited 

and thankful to have Infiniti on board; “Infiniti is first class all 
the way; owner Joe Bush and his team have a great  

reputation in the community and stand for  
excellence in all areas of their dealerships.”    

In 2012, Winning Golf would love to see  
someone drive home in a brand  

new Infiniti.

 CATCH 
WINNING GOLF 

FOUR TIMES 
A WEEK ON 
COMCAST 

SPORTSNET

Host, Doug Hendricks,  
Infiniti owner, Joe Bush

Winning Golf 
Partners with 
Infiniti in 2012

 Highlights of Winning Golf
Top Left: Host Doug Hendricks, St. Joseph’s Coach- Phil Martelli 

Top Right: 4Telecomhelp & Renavatio Communications 

Bottom Left: Winning Golf Partner- P.J. Whelihan’s 

Bottom Right: Christ Community Church
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